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Price Price

─ LOGO FLOW

─ Logo Flow

 Logo Flow master package (200 users) 385,400

Logo Flow User Increase +20 86,900 95,600

Logo Flow User Increase +50 163,400 179,800

Logo Flow User Increase +100 304,900 335,400

Logo Flow User Increase +200 551,000 606,100

Logo Flow training service 23,400 person/day
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10 For detailed information about domestic language support for Logo Flow;
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The mobile application which can work on IOS and Android is free of charge.

LEM is a subscription system which provides customers the latest version of the product with new features and performance improvements, also enables customers special prices for  user, 

employee, firm increases and modules when desired to be purchased.

Minimum Windows Server 2016 R2 and above, min. IIS 8 and above, min. .NET Framework 4.8.1 and higher, min. SQL Server 2016 and above, min. 16000 MB RAM and above, min. 4 Core CPU and 

above, 64-bit operating system. Additional Note: "SQL Server Express Edition" should not be used as it is limited to a maximum of 1 CPU (4 cores), 1 GB of memory and 10 GB of data total for all 

databases. Mobile Application; For Android devices; Version 8.1 and above. If possible, division is provided in the most current version. For iOS devices; Interruption is provided in the most current 

version. If excessive use is preferred; Version 15.5 should be preferred. Device dimensions; The design in which users will enter data is important. The most suitable screen size may vary depending 

on distribution designs.

The LEM is valid for one year. The renewal period will start as of the end date of previous LEM.

A 1-year LEM is free for new package purchases. When switching to other products;

•When switching to other products in the same segment, with or without a fee, the LEM validity for the previous product will be transferred to the new product (with the same start and end 

dates).

•When upgrading to upper segments with a fee, 1-year free LEM is assigned to the new product starting from the switch date.

For LEM subscriptions that are not renewed within 30 days following the end date, a Retrospective LEM should be purchased. The price of the Retrospective LEM is 10% more than the price of the 

Standard LEM.

Logo Flow main package includes 200 users. The number of users of the Logo Flow product is independent of the number of users of the ERP product it is connected to. For Logo Flow product, 

additional user increase is required to be purchased.

Valid for users with LEM

Training sessions regarding the use of products are organized by certified business partners. Requests for diagnostics, reporting and customization are evaluated separately.

Workflow management suggested price list (One-time)
Valid from 5 January 2024.

All prices are in Turkish Lira (TL), VAT is not included in the prices.

Prices differ depending on whether there is a valid LEM contract or not, except for the main package and transit prices.

All price and price-related conditions in this price list (including but not limited to license prices, training prices and training durations) are advisory only and are non-binding.

─ Training
 The base training time for Logo Flow is 40 hours. This period is advisory and may vary depending on the package content.

In order to install the Logo Flow solution, it is necessary to have the most up-to-date version of the ERP used.

─ Training

It is recommended to have the most up-to-date version of ERP solution.
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Users who renew their LEM subscription before or within 30 days after the end date and in a regular manner may benefit from the loyalty discount and get LEM with advantageous prices.

The workflow management solution, Logo Flow, enables the processes to run smoothly and save time and labor by transferring the work flow applications that businesses run on paper to 

electronic media. Automatic process initiation, drag-and-drop workflow and form design, authorization and delegation, timeout control and instant notification, use independent of time and place, 

customized reports, document management integration, elogo integration, e-signature integration, ios and android mobile Application, mail listening, barcode reading and graphic reporting 

features are the outstanding features of Logo Flow.

Product description
Valid for users without LEM

In addition to Logo Flow, GO, Tiger, j-Platform and Netsis ERPs, works integrated with j-HR products. You can find the recommended prices of the relevant solutions from the price lists of the 

category they are in.

User increase are packages that, when added to the main package license, increases the number of users. Example: When Logo Flow “user increase +20” is added, the product can be used by 220 

users.

The price of LEM is calculated as per the latest configuration in the product (main package, module, user/employee/firm increase). User/employee/firm increases are included in the price 

calculation of LEM as of the date of purchase. The price of LEM is calculated considering the end date of the LEM subscription for options (modules). For every module purchased at least one year 

prior, the duration from the month in which the 1-year period expired until the end date of the Standard LEM subscription is checked and the remaining months are included in the LEM price 

calculation.

Service, installation and upload prices of Logo Business Partners are not included in the LEM prices.

Logo Flow works integrated with Logo ERPs but is licensed independently.

─ LEM
The LEM price of the Logo Flow solution is equal to the license price. 13%is.

It is strongly recommended that you only participate in training sessions provided by Logo business partners and certified training specialists listed on the Logo corporate website 

(www.logo.com.tr). 

Workflow management suggested price list  Valid from January 5,2024.

https://login.setrow.com/photo/1860/files/LogoDomesticSupportedLanguagePacks%2C2024.pdf
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Product description Monthly price Annual price

─ LOGO FLOW

─ Logo Flow

Logo Flow 200 users 11.500 115.000

Options

1 additional user 112 1120

Logo Flow Training service 23.400 person/day
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─ Descriptions

─ Training

The workflow management solution, Logo Flow, enables the processes to run smoothly and save time and labor by transferring the work flow applications that businesses run on paper to 

electronic media. Automatic process initiation, drag-and-drop workflow and form design, authorization and delegation, timeout control and instant notification, use independent of time and place, 

customized reports, document management integration, elogo integration, e-signature integration, ios and android mobile Application, mail listening, barcode reading and graphic reporting 

features are the outstanding features of Logo Flow.

 The base training time for Logo Flow is 40 hours. This period is advisory and may vary depending on the package content.

─ Training

Logo Flow main package includes 200 users. The number of users of the Logo Flow product is independent of the number of users of the ERP product it is connected to. For Logo Flow product, 

additional user increase is required to be purchased.

In order to install the Logo Flow solution, it is necessary to have the most up-to-date version of the ERP used.

 User inreases are packages that, when added to the main package license, increase the number of users. Example: When Logo Flow “user 

increase +1” is added, the product can be used by 201 users.

Logo Flow works integrated with Logo ERPs but is licensed independently.

Minimum Windows Server 2016 R2 and above, min. IIS 8 and above, min. .NET Framework 4.8.1 and higher, min. SQL Server 2016 and above, min. 16000 MB RAM and above, min. 4 Core CPU and 

above, 64-bit operating system. Additional Note: "SQL Server Express Edition" should not be used as it is limited to a maximum of 1 CPU (4 cores), 1 GB of memory and 10 GB of data total for all 

databases. Mobile Application; For Android devices; Version 8.1 and above. If possible, division is provided in the most current version. For iOS devices; Interruption is provided in the most current 

version. If excessive use is preferred; Version 15.5 should be preferred. Device dimensions; The design in which users will enter data is important. The most suitable screen size may vary depending 

on distribution designs.

The mobile application which can work on IOS and Android is free of charge.

Logo Flow is not cloud-based, it is installed in the customer's server.

In addition to Logo Flow, GO, Tiger, j-Platform and Netsis ERPs, works integrated with j-HR products. Please find the recommended prices of the relevant solutions' price lists.
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Logo Flow solution offers monthly or annual usage. Monthly and annual prices for the main package, user expansion and modules are indicated in the price list.

Training sessions regarding the use of products are organized by certified business partners. Requests for diagnostics, reporting and customization are evaluated separately.

It is strongly recommended that you only participate in training sessions provided by Logo business partners and certified training specialists listed on the Logo corporate website 

(www.logo.com.tr). 

All price and price-related conditions in this price list (including but not limited to license prices, training prices and training durations) are advisory only and are non-binding.

 All prices are in Turkish Lira (TL) and do not include VAT.

Valid from 5 January 2024.

Workflow management suggested price list (subscription)

Workflow management suggested price list  Valid from January 5,2024.
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